
 

 

FAIRLINGTON GLEN SUMMARY OF AUDIT OF CALENDAR YEAR 2016 

 – Maynard H. Dixon, Treasurer 

 The audit of 2016, prepared by Goldklang Group (Goldklang), our audit and tax consultant, was 

completed in April 2017, and its public portion will be published on the Glen’s website.  

 The operating account balances from the audit appear in the spreadsheet below.  If you need 

more information or explanation, you can reach me via the Contact List at the back of the Glen’s 

newsletters. 

 As shown at the bottom of the spreadsheet below, the Glen incurred a budget deficit of $18,577 

in 2016.  The deficit was due largely to higher expenditures for maintenance, professional engineering 

fees, and employee health insurance.  The budget deficit caused us to incur a decline in our cash equity 

(Contingency Reserve + Unappropriated Members’ Equity) of $13,696. 

 Despite our operating deficit, the overall financial result for the Glen in 2016 was positive.  As 

explained in greater detail below, the Glen increased its net worth in 2016 and moved closer to full 

funding of its reserves (reserves = accrued depreciation).  While the increase in our net worth was held 

back by a decline in our cash equity, the decline was not enough to overcome the positive effect of our 

large contributions to replacement reserve funds.  While rising maintenance expenses contributed to our 

loss, they left the community better-off by fixing real problems that are not easy to detect, such as rotted 

wood and aging sewer pipes. 

 We are thankful for this overall positive result, but we are concerned about our losses in 2016 

and 2015, and most likely another loss in 2017.  Fortunately, our contingency fund was large enough to 

absorb these losses.  This situation, however, cannot be allowed to continue.  We need to control 

expenses, however painful this may be, and to replenish our contingency reserve, lest we end-up having 

to deplete our replacement reserves to fund operating expenses.  

 Here are the highlights of the audit, with the numbers in the discussion rounded to the nearest 

dollar:  

Operating Expenditures 

 In 2016, our total operating expenses were $926,014, which were: (a) $22,678 more than our 

budgeted operating expenses of $903,336; and (b) $9,439 more than the $916,575 spent in 2015.  Here 

are some highlights: 

 ● The Glen’s Account 71010 water/sewer expenditure of $183,845 in 2016 was $9,858 more 

than the $173,987 spent in 2015 but $23,410 under the $207,255 budgeted for 2016.  In recent years, 

unexpected declines in this expense have been offsetting increases in other expenses.  The steady 

declines in this expense have been tapering off.  As this happens, this account will no longer provide a 

large cushion to offset unexpected over-budget expenditures in other accounts. 

 ● Account 61025 Painting and Decorating [Related Carpentry] expense in 2016 was $72,763, in 

comparison to the $67,500 budgeted in 2016 and the $71,903 spent in 2015.  The increase from 2015 to 

2016 was all the more significant due to: (1) the decrease in the number of units involved in the 2016 

painting maintenance cycle (from 93 to 85); and (2) the fact that the painting-related carpentry work for 
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the 2016 cycle was postponed until 2017. 

 This hefty cost increase was mainly due to our selection of a new painting contractor whose 

work was more expensive but will last much longer than that of the contractor that we had been using 

for many years.  We will probably continue to use higher quality painting contractors from here on. 

Nevertheless, this expense can be expected to trend downward as we gradually replace wood with PVC, 

which never rots or requires painting. 

     ● Our 2016 expenditures for Account 61200 Property Repairs and Account 61460 Roof Repairs 

substantially exceeded our budgets amounts but came in under what we spent in 2015.     

 ● Total Administrative Expense ($145,848) substantially exceeded the budgeted total ($128,699) 

and the total spent in 2015 ($139,282): 

 -- The biggest culprit was our Account 51106 Professional Fees balance of $33,911, which were 

more than double our budgeted $16,200.  These fees are paid to our engineering consultant to handle 

roof, sewer, drain, water line, masonry, and parking lot replacement.  Due to needed reserve 

expenditures and repairs in our aging community, this expense is likely to remain at high levels for the 

next few years, so we can expect to see increases in future budgets for this item. 

 -- Our Account 51120 Management Fee expenditure of $71,302 was less than the budgeted 

$$75,644 due to a refund received from Cardinal Management in 2016 for overpaying our employees in 

2015 (5% instead of the 1.5% budgeted for 2015).     

 ● Our 2016 total payroll-related expense of $132,304 exceeded our budgeted $124,915 and the 

$127,010 spent in 2015. 

     A major part of the budget overage was due to an increase in our employee health insurance expense 

from $19,642 to $21,414. 

     The payroll budget overage also reflects our decision last year not to reduce the wages of our two 

employees in 2016, and thereafter, to eliminate the effect of our management company’s overpaying our 

employees throughout 2015 (see above).  As explained last year, we made this decision because our 

employees were not aware of this mistake.  In hindsight, this seems all-the-more correct because our 

longtime employees have become increasingly productive. 

● There was much activity in Account 61370 Damage Claims. This account is used to record: (1) 

Glen claims against insurance companies, or other outside businesses; (2) Glen claims against residents; 

and (3) amounts paid to reimburse residents for damage for which the Glen is responsible under its 

Bylaws, most of which is damage resulting from defects in the common elements. 

   At the end of 2016, the balance in Account 61370 Damage claims was $9,843, broken-down as 

follows: 

$5,733 was spent to reimburse owners for which the Glen was responsible under its Bylaws; 

$1,812 was spent for an emergency plumbing repair for which the owner was responsible but had 

not yet paid; and 
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$2,298 was for legal and expenses which the Glen has a claim against a nearby business that was 

the source of chemical pollution.  

Damage claims are difficult to budget because they are unpredictable and can involve negative 

balances due to insurance reimbursements.  Recognizing these difficulties, we have been budgeting this 

account at zero.  In recent years, however, our damage claims balances have been growing, as the Glen 

has taken greater care to see that the account is used for purposes (2) and (3), above, rather than only for 

purpose (1), which reflects unpredictable events and sometimes carry-over effects from prior years.  We 

have been especially diligent to avoid improperly coding expenditures to reimburse owners to accounts 

used to record repairs to Glen-owned property.  Because these changes render positive balances in this 

account increasingly likely, we no longer budget this account at $0.00 as we did in 2015 and 2016. 

Revenues 

 On the income side of our budget, what stands out is the interest earned on Glen reserves 

reported in Account 30270.  In 2016, the Glen earned $7,729, in comparison to the $5,867 earned in 

2015, the $3,882 earned in 2014, and the $7,053 earned in 2013.  There are opposing forces at work.  

The Glen’s reserves continue to grow.  But the effect of their growth has been offset by decreasing 

interest rates, which, in turn, have been due to the Federal Reserve Board’s policy of keeping interest 

rates low to stimulate the economy.   

 In 2016, the Glen received $5,569 revenue that was coded to Account 30290 Bad Debt Recovery  

and $4,194 revenue that was coded to Account 51092 Legal Fee Reimbursement.  Our delinquent 

account list has always been low.  One reason is that the Glen has a vigorous dues collection program 

that recovers assessments that are overdue and a substantial portion (up to what the courts allow) of the 

legal fees spent to recover them.  In late 2016, the Glen settled a major overdue account that had been 

active since 2011.  

Reserve Contributions 

 The Glen transferred $625,683 (includes interest on reserves) to replacement reserves in 2016. 

This exceeded the $327,809 in depreciation that our 2013 reserve study (posted on our web site) 

estimated would occur in 2016.1  This reduced the funding deficit inherited from prior decades and 

brought us closer to full funding of our reserves (reserves = accrued depreciation).  For discussion of the 

many benefits of fully funded reserves, see my article on the budget in the August 2015 Glen Echo. 

   The Glen also contributed $3,600 to its contingency reserve.  Our contingency reserve is a self-

insurance mechanism protecting us from unanticipated, unbudgeted developments such as storm 

damage.  Because of our deficits 2015 and 2016, and what will probably be another deficit in 2017, we 

should begin to recharge our contingency reserve in our 2018 budget.  

Reserve Disbursements 

 In 2016, we disbursed $180,545 from reserves, in comparison to the $758,930 disbursed in 2015 

and the $127,869 disbursed in 2014.  Note:  Fluctuation in annual disbursements can reflect cross-year 

delays in payments under prior contracts as well spending fluctuation.  The reported fluctuation would 

                                                
1 Annual depreciation takes place independently of actual reserve expenditures because our assets wear out steadily each 

year, even when we are not spending money to replace them. 
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be less if the auditor reported reserve spending on an accrual basis, but use of a cash disbursement basis 

is easier to track. 

Balance Sheet 

  Despite our operating loss, our contributions to reserves were large enough for us to end 2016 

with an increase in the Glen’s Total Members’ Equity [Replacement Reserve + Contingency Reserve + 

Unappropriated Members’ Equity (other cash funds)] of $384,616 = $2,512,202 (2016) - $2,127,586         

(2015). This compares favorably with the 2015 equity increase of $183,204 and the 2014 equity increase 

of $79,968.   

 

MANAGEMENT ACCOUNT 2015 2016 2016 

ACCOUNT NAME 

After Audit 

Balance Budget 

After Audit 

Balance 
 

    

 INCOME 
   

30100 Assessment Income 1,494,708.00  1,522,690  1,521,516.00  

30270 Interest 5,867.35  7,500  7,728.93  

30290 Bad Debt Recovery 0.00  0  5,569.46  

30171 Late Fees 1,300.00  1,900  1,625.00  

30190 Pool Income 430.00  300  255.00  

30260 Misc. Income 0.00  0  25.00  
 Total Income 1,502,305.35  1,532,390 1,536,719.39 
 

 

   
 ADMINISTRATIVE    

51020 Postage 0.00  414  164.14  

51030 Office Expense 1,295.94  1,842  781.55  

51031 Copying/Printing 674.03  1,314  1,785.06  

51050 Training & Education 0.00  360  30.00  

51250 
Entertainment & 

Social 72.14  100  84.82  

51500 
Misc. Expense 

3,249.89  600  1,059.97  

51550 Misc. Administrative 8,989.17  9,825  10,508.22  

51110 
Auditing, Taxes, and 

Accounting 6,700.00  6,500  6,750.00  

51090 Legal Fees 11,939.75  14,150  19,933.77  

51092 
Legal Fee 

Reimbursement (1,668.25) (2,600) (4,193.61) 

51120 Management Fee 74,016.00  75,644  71,302.38  

51106 Professional Fees 30,866.00  16,200  33,910.50  

51000 Telephone & Related 3,147.05  4,350  3,730.99  
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 Total Administrative 139,281.72  128,699 145,847.79  
 

 

   
71050 INSURANCE 70,192.87  76,800  73,471.75 

 
 

   
 EMPLOYEES    

61301 Fed. FICA Tax 5,584.28  5,527  5,777.53 

61308 Fed. Medicare Tax 1,278.84  1,293 1,167.06 

61302 
VA Unemployment 

Tax 75.34  116  27.20 

61303 
Fed. Unemployment 

Tax 84.01  104  84.00 

71070 Group Insurance 19,641.84  20,820  21,414.60  

61420 Maintenance Payroll 89,743.92  86,146  91,754.05  

61370 Uniforms 0.00  300  479.41  

61431 Temporary Help 4,305.57  5,500  4,838.91  

61300 
Payroll 

Administration 6,296.28  5,109  6,761.37  
 Total Payroll 127,010.08  124,915 132,304.13  
 

 

   
 UTILITIES 10,395.86  9,600  9,304.70  

71030 Electricity 173,987.47  207,255  183,844.77  

71010 Water/Sewer 184,383.33  216,855 193,149.47  
 Total Utilities    
 

 

   
 POOL COMPLEX    

61150 Pool Contract 38,000.00  36,850  36,850.00  

61145 
Pool Repair and 

Maintenance 16,245.05  9,650  6,644.66  

61156 Pool Furniture 0.00  10,600  7,204.30  

51258 Pool Committee 2,337.39  2,200  2,302.45 
 Total Pool Complex 56,582.44  59,300 53,001.41 
 

 

   
 LANDSCAPING    

61180 
Grounds Maintenance 

Contract 70,202.76  70,203  70,202.76  

61188 Tree Service 7,332.70  23,750  26,971.50  

61560 
Landscape 

Improvements 40,740.71  24,250  13,933.48  
 Total Landscaping 118,276.17  118,203 111,107.74 
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 REPAIRS & 

MAINTENANCE 
   

61025 
Painting and 

Decorating 71,903.00  67,500.00 72,763.41  

61310 Exterior Painting    

61284 Carpentry    

61200 Property Repairs 40,392.11  21,000  30,468.68  

61460 Roof Repairs 12,759.26  6,000  11,939.38  

61010 Vehicle Expenses 1,832.02  884  814.69  

61247 
Playground 

Equipment 0.00  1,500  0.00  

61370 Damage Claims 13,323.09  0  9,843.17  

 Total Repairs & 

Maintenance 140,209.48  96,884 125,829.33 
 

 

   

 

SERVICES 

PROVIDED 

MAINLY BY 

CONTRACT    
61240 Exterminator 3,575.50  3,900  3,703.00  

61581 Snow Removal 9,960.00  8,840  20,459.50  

61250 Trash Removal 66,813.96  66,870  66,935.64  
 Total Contracts 80,349.46  79,610 91,098.14  
 

 

   

50400 
BAD DEBTS 

EXPENSE 42.57 0 41.05 
 

 

   

 INCOME TAX 

ACCOUNTS    
71140 Income Taxes 247.00 2,070 163.00 

95000 
Provision for Income 

Taxes    
 

 

   
 

 

   
 TOTAL EXPENSES 916,575.12 903,336 926,013.81 
 

 

   

 RESERVE 

CONTRIBUTIONS    
90000 Replacement Reserve 598,608.00  617,954  617,954.00  

90005 
Replacement Reserve 

Interest 5,867.35  7,500  7,728.93  

 Contingency Reserve 

Accounts Used    
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90032 
--Transfer to Reserves 

Phase II    

90061 
--Contingency 

Reserve 3,600.00  3,600  3,600.00  

 Total Reserve 

Contributions 608,075.35  629,054 629,282.93  
 

 
   

 GRAND TOTAL 

EXPENSES 1,524,650.47  1,532,390 1,555,296.74 
 

 

   

 SURPLUS 

(DEFICIT) (22,345.12) 0 (18,577.35) 

 

 

 

 


